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Google AI-powered Dermatology Tool
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https://blog.google/technology/health/ai-dermatology-preview-io-2021/

Misdiagnosis Risk:

• Unexpected environment/lighting

• Difference among cameras

• Uncommon skin condition

• …



Why uncertainty is important for mHealth
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Uncertainty Quantification for Health:

• Calibration: the confidence of prediction associated with a trained condition

• OOD aware: the likelihood of an input belonging to the out-of-distribution 

regime of training data

• Low cost: no extra inference cost, no extra training data required

Referral

Confidence = 0.99 Unknown



Evidential Deep Learning (EDL) for Uncertainty Quantification
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a) Single Softmax Model b) Ensemble Softmax Models

Uncertainty

c) A single Deep Evidential Model

Model uncertainty

Data uncertainty

Figure 1: 3-classification problem. Brighter colors correspond to higher density.

Dennis Ulmer. A Survey on Evidential Deep Learning For Single-Pass Uncertainty Estimation. 2021
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Figure 2: Dirichlet probability density functions for a three class setting.

❑ A Dirichlet distribution 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝜶) is parameterised by a group of concentrations denoted by 

𝜶 = [𝛼1, 𝛼2, ..., 𝛼𝑘 ], corresponding to a 𝑘-class categorical problem.

• Predictive probability: 

• Prediction: 

• Uncertainty: 
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Figure 3: Our framework trains the model with an uncertainty-loss and re-calibrates the model according to 

the validation data distribution to eliminate the data imbalance bias. At deployment stage, the qualified 

uncertainty allows the model to recognise unconfident diagnosis and out-of-distribution input.



Experiments on Real-world Health Data
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❑ RQ 1:  Diagnosis accuracy (particular for the minority classes) 



Experiments on Real-world Health Data
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❑ RQ 2:  Diagnostic confidence 

Performance of selective prediction: After rejecting

the predictions with the estimated confidence

below a threshold, the diagnosis accuracy can be

significantly boosted.

❑ RQ 3:  Detecting Out-of-distribution Inputs

Uncertainty for IN and OOD sets



Conclusion
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❑ In this work, we explore evidential deep learning for uncertainty-aware mHealth diagnostic 

applications from multiple clinical data modalities.  EDL presents its advantage of efficiency 

and effectiveness. 

❑With our novel re-calibration approach, the proposed framework shows superior 

performance in calibrating the predictive confidence and detecting dataset shifts in the 

presence of imbalanced multi-class heath data.

❑ Our findings have the potential of playing an important role in facilitating the deployment of 

mobile health diagnosis models in real-world settings, with a more transparent 

misdiagnosis risk management mechanism. 



Tong Xia

Welcome to chat with me: tx229@cam.ac.uk

Thank You!
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❑ RQ 3:  Detecting Out-of-distribution Inputs

Figure 5: Performance of OOD detection.
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Uncertainty Quantification for Health:

• Calibration: the confidence of prediction 

associated with a trained condition

• OOD aware: the likelihood of an input 

belonging to the out-of-distribution 

regime of training data

• Low cost: no extra inference cost, no 

extra training data required

Referral


